Globalstar TracerLink CMS provides satellite-based positioning, tracking, fully encrypted two-way instant messaging and high-resolution photographic reconnaissance. The powerful combination of a robust TracerLink software backend and Globalstar’s reliable satellite modem service ensures a complete crisis management system that is independent of local and regional terrestrial networks.

- AES encrypted peer-to-peer instant messaging
- Satellite-based GPS personnel tracking and mapping
- Host to Mobile and Mobile to Mobile visibility and IM
- Interagency merged global view
- Encrypted photo compression and transmission
- Post-incident data with all positioning and messaging
- Instant vehicle-top deployment
- Durable, waterproof magnetic-mount casing
- 12V Vehicle power adapter
- External battery option
- Serial or USB laptop connectivity

For Information, contact Globalstar
Kevin Iverson: +1 (843) 323-5482
Dwayne MacTavish +1 (817) 913-2700

Visit Globalstar at www.globalstarusa.com for additional details.
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